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To benefit from users’ co-creation knowledge in online communities, enterprises need effective methods to discover and manage co-creation users and knowledge as suggested in existing research. However, the existing methods still have their own limitations when analysing different relationships and networks. Therefore, first, this paper proposes a co-creation cyberspace super-network model for product innovation from a “user-knowledge-product” perspective to integrate the co-creation information of users, knowledge, and products. Second, to increase the accuracy of discovering, managing, and using the co-creation knowledge, three subnetworks including co-creation user network, co-creation knowledge network, and co-creation product network as well as the relationships among them are constructed and improved. Third, a well-known co-creation community in China is selected as a case to verify the feasibility and validity of the proposed model for enterprise’s product innovation. Three subnetworks and the mapping relationships among them are constructed and visualized based on the introduced User-Knowledge-Product Cyberspace model. The results from the case study validate the co-creation cyberspace constructed in this paper and provide enterprises with a comprehensive and detailed integration framework analysis model. Hence, the enterprises can use this model for user discovery, product innovation knowledge mining, and dynamic innovation knowledge basement and forecast hotspot trend in co-creation communities.

1. Introduction

As product innovation has become more complex and its costs have increased in recent years, enterprises can no longer realize continuous innovation through their internal innovation capabilities; rather they increasingly co-create with external stakeholders [1]. With the advances in information technology, online co-creation communities with a large volume of user-generated content provide enterprises a new way to communicate with customers [2, 3]. In online co-creation communities, customers can interact actively with each other and are absorbed in product development process. They provide inputs in the form of ideas, suggestions, and solutions, serving as product conceptualizers, product designers, product testers, product observers, and product marketers [4]. Therefore, enterprises can select the pertinent ideas for their innovation development to improve their products and service, expand markets, and even accelerate innovation processes [3, 5]. Furthermore, enterprises can also improve customer relationship management, such as brand loyalty, brand trust, and brand commitment in online co-creation communities [6-8].

As argued by Irani et al. [9], users’ co-creation knowledge is a unique and nonduplicated resource and serves as a driven force in promoting product innovation. In a complex social network system, the co-creation knowledge generated between enterprises and users is critical for enterprises’ product innovation and their continued competitiveness in markets [10]. However, enterprises can hardly utilize co-creation knowledge in online communities for efficient product innovation [11] and the probable reasons are as follows. (1) There is overload of information and overflow of
spam messages that present significant challenges in co-creation knowledge discovery, management, and application [11]. (2) It is difficult to manage online co-creation communities as they are easy to access with no time and geographical constraint [12]. (3) The knowledge from co-creation communities is unstructured, diverse, and heterogeneous [13], which is one of the reasons in hindering knowledge discovery and classification, and product innovation [14].

The issue of constructing a co-creation knowledge network to discover, manage, and apply co-creation knowledge for product innovation has been recognized by a few research [14–17]. However, most of the existing research has its own limitations when analysing different relationships of users and knowledge and constructing different subnetworks. First, most of the existing research ignored the collaborative relationship between co-creation users when constructing co-creation user network [14], which influences the accuracy of identifying leading users. Second, when constructing co-creation knowledge network, the co-occurrence relationship of knowledge points was considered, but the similarity relationship among knowledge points was not taken into account, resulting in information overload. In addition, lack of comprehensive consideration of knowledge point weights lead to inaccurate identification of hot knowledge points. Third, most of the existing research only considered two-tier networks, the co-creation users and knowledge network [14], which influences the accuracy and efficiency when mapping co-creation knowledge with product innovation. Therefore, to address these limitations, this paper aims to answer the following research questions: (1) How to fully consider the relationships between co-creation users to better manage users and identify leading users? (2) How to integrate highly similar co-creation knowledge points to avoid information overload and comprehensively consider knowledge point weights to better identify hot co-creation knowledge points? (3) How to construct a product network (includes the nodes of product names and product feature network) to map with co-creation knowledge points for more accurate product innovation?

To address those research questions and considering the limitations of the existing research, we develop a co-creation cyberspace super-network model for product innovation to help enterprises to discover, manage and apply co-creation knowledge in an effective way. This paper contributes from three different perspectives. The first is to understand the relationships among co-creation users more comprehensively and discover the leading co-creation users more accurately. So, both the interaction and collaboration relationships among co-creation users are considered when constructing co-creation user network. Second, to avoid information overload, this paper uses the words similarity algorithm to avoid the repeated calculation of co-creation knowledge when constructing co-creation knowledge network. In addition, knowledge frequency, attention, and character are considered adequately when constructing knowledge weight set. Third, a co-creation product network is further constructed to map with co-creation user network and co-creation knowledge network for better product innovation.

This paper is organized as follows: The next section reviews relevant studies already conducted in this research area. Section 3 describes the construction of the “user-knowledge-product” co-creation cyberspace model. Three subnetworks are constructed and the mapping relationships among them are analysed in details. Section 4 uses a case study of a well-known co-creation community in China to visualise and validate the proposed co-creation cyberspace model. Finally, contribution to theory and industry and limitations and future directions of this paper are discussed.

2. Literature Review

In recent years, in order to mine the value of co-creation knowledge and take advantage of the useful co-creation knowledge for business purpose, various research areas have been explored. However, there are three streams of literature relevant to this paper. First, several studies researched in online community knowledge creation process and mechanism to understand how users participate in online communities and generate co-creation knowledge. Second, some studies further researched in online community knowledge discovery and management and proposed multiple methods and tools for it. Third, few studies further investigated in knowledge application to explore how the discovered and managed co-creation knowledge can be used for business purpose. The three streams of relevant literature are reviewed in subsections below in details.

2.1. Studies on Online Community Knowledge Creation Processes and Mechanisms. Knowledge is created through two generic processes: combination and exchange [18], and thus online community knowledge creation processes and mechanisms should be studied from not only an individual perspective but also a community perspective [19]. Two streams of studies have examined knowledge creation. First, from an individual perspective, leading users are often important initiators and contributors of innovative knowledge such as product concepts. For example, Von Hippel [20] proposed that leading users can present the main requirements which will become general in a marketplace in few months or years, and they can provide new product concept and design data as well. In addition, as a strong cornerstone for product innovation, leading users often maintain more frequent interactions with other members in the community and inspire other users to participate in co-creation process [21]. Second, from a community perspective, interactions in one community are the key driver in knowledge creation [1]. For example, Hau and Kim [22] proposed that social capital is the major concern that prompts users to share their innovative knowledge voluntarily. The greater social capital and relationship facilitate the access of individuals to other sources of knowledge within and outside the organisation and increase their willingness and efficiency of knowledge co-creation [18]. Hafkesbrink and Schroll [23] found that,
basically, co-creation community is a learning community involving users and managers and they collaboratively conduct a learning and innovation process.

However, such studies can only keep practitioners informed of the gained benefits from co-creation knowledge for enterprises’ product innovation. There is limited practicality to provide guidance on how to better coordinate online users’ innovative knowledge creation and the internal new product development in an enterprise. Therefore, there is a great practical significance and theoretical value in analysing their connection.

2.2. Studies on Online Community Knowledge Discovery and Management. As for online knowledge discovery and management, existing research has explored multiple methods and tools for analysing the co-creation knowledge network structures and knowledge development process such as concept map, domain knowledge map, and knowledge super-network. Divakaran [24] proposed a "community-aided brand concept map" to collect user-generated data and analyse the evolution and the dynamic pattern of brand associations. According to the domain feature set defined by domain experts, Hao et al. [25] proposed a domain knowledge map construction method using latent semantic analysis, so that various types of knowledge can be classified into different domains based on their semantics for better knowledge management. Due to the lack of research in the construction of semantic knowledge base and the semantic expression model in the context of big data, Liu et al. [26] proposed a model and construction method on dynamic knowledge network. Liao et al. [27] proposed modelling and analysing methods of user-innovation knowledge in enterprise communities based on a weighted knowledge network, so that the importance of each knowledge and the closeness among each knowledge can be clearly indicated in the network. Furthermore, based on a super-network model for public innovation, Tang et al. [14] proposed an analytical framework for enterprises to manage all elements of knowledge in online communities conveniently. Comprehensively considering the users, attention, and frequency of knowledge, the authors constructed user network, text network, and semantics network of knowledge and the relationship among them.

Such research provided great methods and technical support for the discovery and management of co-creation knowledge and they could be the base of this study. However, these knowledge network construction methods also have their own limitations which need to be improved in this study. For example, when analysing the relationships among co-creation users, only the collaboration relationship was considered and the interaction relationship was ignored [14], which create biases for the accurate discovery and management of co-creation users. The concern, reply, forwarding, and comment among co-creation users are more and more frequent, and this interaction information among users is valuable and necessary to be taken into account for accurate co-creation user identification. Furthermore, when analysing the relationships between knowledge points, only the co-occurrence of knowledge points was considered, but the similarity relationship among knowledge points was not taken into account [14, 26, 27], resulting in information overload and inaccurate hot co-creation knowledge discovery. As different users may use similar but different words to express same meaning, Wang and Shao [28] have indicated the importance of considering the similarity among words and merging similar words for more accurate word frequency statistics. It is obvious that the management and discovery of co-creation knowledge will be disturbed without considering the similarity among knowledge. Moreover, the factors considered when setting the knowledge point weights were not comprehensive enough [14, 25–27], interfering the discovery of hot knowledge. Based on a Co-word model [28], keywords with different position, part-of-speech, or span have different importance significantly. Therefore, these characters of knowledge points are necessary to be considered for more comprehensive co-creation knowledge management and discovery.

2.3. Studies on Knowledge Application. Chen et al. [15] proposed a knowledge super-network model to provide support for knowledge acquisition and integration in the process of innovation, and the exploration and evaluation of innovation issues. Yang et al. [16] proposed a knowledge-driven product innovation design model based on complex networks according to the application characteristics of design knowledge in innovation and many-to-many relationship of functions, behaviours, and structures. Yassine and Bradley [17] built a knowledge network model based on data acquisition, transformation, and utilization to support product development and design.

Such research sheds light on co-creation knowledge application and gives support to enterprises during their product innovation process. However, most of the existing research only considered two-tier networks, the co-creation user network, and the co-creation knowledge network, which influence the accuracy and efficiency when mapping co-creation knowledge with product innovation.

2.4. Literature Summary. This section presented and overview on different research available on online community knowledge co-creation, online community knowledge discovery and management (e.g. concept map, various knowledge network, etc.), and also business cases and applications for the industries. Table 1 summarizes few discussed research in the previous subsections and categorizes them based the area of application and lists the positive contribution and remaining gaps in the field “Detailed contribution (+)/Gap in the research (−).” The table has been divided into four columns to determine the research contribution in three co-creation network construction. As it is illustrated, most of the previous research focused on co-creation knowledge network construction, and we rarely found studies on co-creation user network and product network construction, which are also valuable and important for product innovation. Therefore, it is the motivation and contribution of this paper to extend the previous co-creation network to a more comprehensive and systematic “user-knowledge-product” co-creation cyberspace model for better product innovation.
3. Construction of the “User-Knowledge-Product” Co-Creation Cyberspace Model

To address the limitations ascertained from the literature, as summarized in Section 2, we propose a “user-knowledge-product” co-creation cyberspace super-network model to provide a more comprehensive, detailed, and integrated analysis model for user discovery and management and product innovative knowledge mining and management, which is shown in Figure 1.

This model is novel due to the following design considerations:

1. When constructing the co-creation user network, not only collaboration relationship but also interaction relationship among co-creation users are considered for better user management and leading user identification. Based on the attention relationship, reply relationship, forwarding relationship, and review relationship among co-creation users, the direct interaction relationship among co-creation users is built.

Table 1: Previous research summary.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Related research</th>
<th>Co-creation user network</th>
<th>Co-creation knowledge network</th>
<th>Co-creation product network</th>
<th>Detailed contribution (+)/gap in the research (-)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Divakaran [24]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>+ Analysed the evolution and the dynamic pattern of brand associations. - The considered weights and relationship of knowledge are simple.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hao et al. [25]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>+ Various types of knowledge can be classified into different domains based on their semantics for better knowledge management. - Only the co-occurrence relationship among knowledge was considered. The weights of knowledge were neglected.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liu et al. [26]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>+ Constructed a semantic expression model of dynamic knowledge network in the context of big data. - Only considered the semantic relationship among knowledge. No attention to the relation between user and knowledge and product for product innovation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liao et al. [27]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>+ The importance of each knowledge and the closeness among each knowledge can be clearly indicated in the network. - Some character weights of knowledge and the similarity relationship among knowledge were neglected.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tang et al. [14]</td>
<td>✓ ✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>+ Comprehensively considering the users, attention, and frequency of knowledge, the authors constructed user network, text network, and semantics network of knowledge and the relationship among them. - Some character weights of knowledge and the similarity relationship among knowledge were neglected.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chen et al. [15]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>+ Support for knowledge acquisition and integration in the process of innovation and the exploration and evaluation of innovation issues. - No attention to the relation between user and knowledge.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yang et al. [16]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>+ Proposed a knowledge-driven product innovation design model. - No attention to the relation between user and knowledge.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yassine and Bradley [17]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>+ Constructed a knowledge network model based on data acquisition, transformation, and utilization to support product development and design. - No attention to the relation between user and knowledge.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This paper</td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>+ (1) Combined some of the advantages of the construction of co-creation user and knowledge network in the related literature. (2) Further considered some important but neglected weights and relationships of users and knowledge to make the network more comprehensive. (3) Extend the previous network to a more systematic “user-knowledge-product” co-creation cyberspace model for better product innovation. - The comparative analysis with the related research is required in the future to prove the priority of the model.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.1. Co-Creation User Network Construction. With regard to co-creation users, an online social network model [30] reveals two major factors of social network formation: social choice and social influence [31]. Hence, a multidimensional online interest network model [32] classifies co-creation user relationship into interaction relationship caused by social influence and collaboration relationship caused by social choice, which are shown in Table 2.

Most of the existing research only considered the collaboration relationship and neglected the interaction relationship among co-creation users when constructing the co-creation user network [14], which resulted in inaccurate discovery of co-creation users and poor management in online co-creation communities. To address this limitation, this paper uses co-creation users as nodes and uses their interaction and collaboration relationships as two-dimensional edges to construct co-creation user network, shown in Figure 2.

The co-creation user network “$G_U$” is expressed as

$$G_U = \{U, E_{UD}, E_{UA}, W(E_{UD}), W(E_{UA})\},$$

where “$U$” is the set of co-creation users with amount “$m$” as follows:

$$U = \{u_1, u_2, \ldots, u_m\}.$$  

The co-creation user relationship set “$E_{UD}$” includes interaction relationship set “$E_{UD}$” with weight set “$W(E_{UD})$” and collaboration relationship set “$E_{UA}$” with weight set “$W(E_{UA})$.” As mentioned in Table 2, the co-creation user network includes two parts:

1. The interaction relationship set of co-creation users “$E_{UD}$” is established based on attention relationship, reply relationship, forwarding relationship, and review relationship. If user “$u_j$” pays attention, responds, forwards, or comments on user “$u_i$” for more than “$w_{ud}$” times, an interaction relationship “$e_{ud}(u_i, u_j)$” is constructed from user “$u_i$” to user “$u_j$,” as shown in Figure 3.

$$E_{UD} = \{(e_{ud}(u_i, u_j)) \mid w(u_i, u_j) \geq w_{ud}\},$$ \hspace{1cm} (3)

$$W(E_{UD}) = \{(w(u_i, u_j)) \mid w(u_i, u_j) \geq w_{ud}\}.$$ \hspace{1cm} (4)

2. The collaboration relationship set of co-creation users “$E_{UA}$” is established based on common friends and common topic participation. If the amount of collaboration activities “$w(u_i, u_j)$” between user “$u_i$” and user “$u_j$” is not less than “$w_{ua}$” times, a collaboration relationship “$e_{ua}(u_i, u_j)$” is constructed between them. The conceptual diagram is shown in Figure 4.

$$E_{UA} = \{(e_{ua}(u_i, u_j)) \mid w(u_i, u_j) \geq w_{ua}\},$$ \hspace{1cm} (5)

$$W(E_{UA}) = \{(w(u_i, u_j)) \mid w(u_i, u_j) \geq w_{ua}\}.$$ \hspace{1cm} (6)
3.2. Co-Creation Knowledge Network Construction. Most of the existing research only considered the co-occurrence relationship and neglected the similarity relationship among co-creation knowledge points when constructing the co-creation knowledge network [14], which resulted in information overload, repeated calculation of co-creation knowledge points, and interference of hot knowledge discovery. In addition, there is still enough room for further improvements regarding the construction of knowledge point weight sets, which will interfere with the accuracy of hot knowledge point discovery. To address these limitations, this paper uses knowledge point keywords as nodes; uses attention, frequency, and character as their weights; and uses co-occurrence and similarity relationships as two-dimensional edges to construct co-creation user network, as shown in Figure 5.

\[ G_K = \{ K, Q(K), H(K), O(K), E_{KC}, E_{KS}, W(E_{KC}), W(E_{KS}) \}, \]

where \( K \) is knowledge point set with frequency weight set \( Q(K) \), attention weight set \( H(K) \), and character weight set \( O(K) \). \( E_{KC} \) is knowledge relationship set including co-occurrence relationship set \( “E_{KC}” \) with weight set \( “W(E_{KC})” \) and similarity relationship \( “E_{KS}” \) with weight set \( “W(E_{KS})” \). The knowledge point set with various weight sets and the knowledge relationship sets are constructed, respectively, in details as follows.

3.2.1. The Weight Sets of Knowledge Points. This paper comprehensively considers the frequency, attention, and characters of co-creation knowledge points to establish knowledge point weight sets, as described below:

1. The frequency weight set of knowledge points \( “Q(K)” \) is established based on their mentioned frequency, which is calculated as follows:

\[ q(k_j) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \eta(k_j, b_j), \]

where \( \eta(k_j, b_j) = 1 \) indicates that the knowledge point \( “k_j” \) is the keyword of the post \( “b_j” \); otherwise, \( \eta(k_j, b_j) = 0 \). Hence, the knowledge point frequency weight set is expressed as

\[ Q(K) = \{ q(k_j) \mid k_j \in \{ k_1, k_2, \ldots, k_n \} \}. \]
(2) The attention weight set of knowledge points \(H(K)\) is established based on the browsing popularity and response heat of their carrier post, which is calculated as follows:

\[ h(k_i) = \sum_{j=1}^a \left[ h(b_j) \cdot \eta(k_i, b_j) \right], \tag{10} \]

where \(h(b_j)\) is the attention of the knowledge point, \(k_i\)'s carrier post \(b_j\) including browsing popularity \(HB(b_j)\) and response heat \(HR(b_j)\), which is calculated as follows [27]:

\[
\begin{align*}
  h(b_j) &= \alpha \cdot HB(b_j) + \beta \cdot HR(b_j) \\
  &= \alpha \cdot \frac{v(b_j)}{\sqrt{\sum_{s=1}^a v^2(b_j)}} \cdot v(b_j) \sqrt{\sum_{s=1}^a v(b_j)} \\
  &+ \beta \cdot \frac{r(b_j)}{\sqrt{\sum_{s=1}^a r^2(b_j)}} \cdot r(b_j) \sqrt{\sum_{s=1}^a r(b_j)},
\end{align*}
\tag{11} \]

where \(\alpha\) and \(\beta\) represent the importance of the reply and browsing behaviour, respectively, \(v(b_j)\) is the browse amount of the post \(b_j\) and \(r(b_j)\) is the reply amount of the post \(b_j\).

(3) The character weight set of knowledge points \(O(K)\) is established based on their position, part-of-speech, and span [28] including position weight set \(O_k(K)\), part-of-speech weight set \(O_p(K)\), and span weight set \(O_t(K)\).

For the position weight set of knowledge points \(O_k(K)\), the importance of knowledge points in different position of a post varies significantly. For example, knowledge points in the title of a post can summarize the main idea of the post, which should be paid more attention to. Thus, knowledge points in different position should be weighted differently, which is expressed as

\[
O_k(K) = \left\{ \left( o_{t_i}(k_i) \right) \mid i = 1, 2, \ldots, n \right\}
\tag{12}
\]

\[
s.t. \quad o_{t_i}(k_i) = \begin{cases} 
  o_{t_i}(\text{title}) & 1 \geq o_{t_i} \geq o_{t_c} \geq o_{t_t} > 0, \\
  o_{t_i}(\text{text}) & \end{cases}
\]

For the part-of-speech weight set of knowledge points \(O_p(K)\), similarly, the importance of knowledge points with different part-of-speech varies significantly. A noun knowledge points can better represent innovative topics and their connotations [28]. Therefore, knowledge points of different part-of-speech should be weighted differently, which is expressed as

\[
O_p(K) = \left\{ \left( o_{p_i}(k_i) \right) \mid i = 1, 2, \ldots, n \right\}
\tag{13}
\]

\[
s.t. \quad o_{p_i}(k_i) = \begin{cases} 
  o_{p_i}(\text{nouns}) & 1 \geq o_{p_i} > o_{p_o} > 0, \\
  o_{p_i}(\text{other}) & \end{cases}
\]

\[
O_t(K) = \left\{ \left( o_{t_i}(k_i) \right) \mid i = 1, 2, \ldots, n \right\}
\tag{14}
\]

\[
s.t. \quad o_{t_i}(k_i) = \frac{pn}{3},
\]

where \(pn\) indicates how many parts of a post the knowledge points are mentioned in, including title, text, and comments part.

3.2.2. The Co-Creation Knowledge Relationship Set. The co-creation user relationship set \(E_{KC}\) includes co-occurrence relationship set \(E_{KC}\) with weight set \(W(E_{KC})\) and similarity relationship set \(E_{KS}\) with weight set \(W(E_{KS})\) and is described in details as follows:

(1) The co-occurrence relationship set of knowledge points \(E_{KC}\) is established based on the co-occurrence of knowledge points. If the co-occurrence frequency \(w(k_i, k_j)\) between two knowledge points is not less than \(w_{kc}\), a co-occurrence relationship is constructed between them. And the co-occurrence relationship set of knowledge points \(E_{KC}\) and its weight set are expressed as

\[
E_{KC} = \left\{ e_{kc}(k_i, k_j) \mid w(k_i, k_j) \geq w_{kc} \right\},
\tag{15}\]

\[
W(E_{KC}) = \left\{ w(k_i, k_j) \mid w(k_i, k_j) \geq w_{kc} \right\}.
\tag{16}\]

(2) The similarity relationship set of knowledge points \(E_{KS}\) is established based on the similarity \(s(k_i, k_j)\) between knowledge points calculated by the words similarity algorithm based on Tongyici Cilin [28]. According to Tongyici Cilin, similarity \(s(k_i, k_j)\) between knowledge points \(k_i\) and \(k_j\) is calculated by using the amount of knowledge points in the word forest to get semantic distance and similarity. The specific calculation method is shown in Table 3.

In Table 3, \(n\) is the amount of nodes in one branch layer where the knowledge point word is located and \(m\) is the distance between two branches and the coefficients are generally customized and optimized according to experimental conditions. If the similarity \(s(k_i, k_j)\) is between the upper and lower similarity thresholds \(s_{2u}\) and \(s_{2l}\), it indicates that the knowledge points \(k_i\) and \(k_j\) are highly similar but are not exactly the same. If the similarity
“s(ki, kj)” is less than the lower similarity threshold “s-li”, it means that there is no semantic similarity and semantic relevance between the knowledge points “ki” and “kj”. If the similarity “s(ki, kj)” is higher than the upper similarity threshold “s-ui”, it shows that knowledge points “ki” and “kj” are the same. Furthermore, these two knowledge points will be combined as one knowledge point “k” with the highest frequency weight, because the knowledge point with higher frequency weights means more likely to be hot knowledge points. The frequency, attention, and character weights of the merged knowledge point “k” are equal to the sum of the frequency, attention, and character weights of these two knowledge points, respectively (Figure 6).

The similarity relationship set of knowledge points “EKS” and its weight set are expressed as

$$E_{KS} = \left\{ e_{ks}(k_i, k_j) \middle| s_{ku} \geq s(k_i, k_j) \geq s_{li} \right\},$$

(17)

$$W(E_{KS}) = \left\{ e_{ks}(k_i, k_j) \middle| s_{ku} \geq s(k_i, k_j) \geq s_{li} \right\}. $$

(18)

### 3.3. Co-Creation Product Network Construction

To apply co-creation knowledge into product innovation effectively, this paper further constructs a co-creation product network to map with co-creation user and knowledge networks. Co-creation product network includes the nodes of product names and product feature network, shown in Figure 7. Based on the improved feature extraction and clustering [33] and a feature comparison network for competitiveness [34], this paper uses product features as nodes; uses attention and frequency of them as their weights; and uses co-occurrence, similarity, frequency comparison, and attention comparison relationships as four-dimensional edges to construct co-creation product feature network, shown in Figure 8. Besides, the nodes of product names are extracted and constructed with their weights of frequency and attention. And the mapping relationship between the nodes of product names and product feature network is constructed. The nodes of product names are used as the indexes to manage and analyse the information of every product’s product features, so that the product feature networks belonged to every product can be constructed into a systematic product network.

Hence, the co-creation product network is expressed as

$$G_p = (P, F, E_F, E_{P-F}, Q(P), H(P), Q(F), H(F), W(E_F)).$$

(19)

### Table 3: Similarity calculation method [28].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tree level position</th>
<th>Sense level position</th>
<th>Coefficient</th>
<th>Semantic similarity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Not in the same word forest tree</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>$f$</td>
<td>$s(k_i, k_j) = f$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In the same word forest tree</td>
<td>Layer 2 branch</td>
<td>$a$</td>
<td>$s(k_i, k_j) = a \times \cos(\pi/180) \times ((n - m + 1)/n)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In the same word forest tree</td>
<td>Layer 3 branch</td>
<td>$b$</td>
<td>$s(k_i, k_j) = b \times \cos(\pi/180) \times ((n - m + 1)/n)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In the same word forest tree</td>
<td>Layer 4 branch</td>
<td>$c$</td>
<td>$s(k_i, k_j) = c \times \cos(\pi/180) \times ((n - m + 1)/n)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In the same word forest tree</td>
<td>Layer 5 branch</td>
<td>$d$</td>
<td>$s(k_i, k_j) = d \times \cos(\pi/180) \times ((n - m + 1)/n)$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

where “P” is the product set with frequency weight set “Q(P)” and attention weight set “H(P),” “F” is the product feature set with frequency weight set “Q(F)” and attention weight set “H(F),” “E_F” is product feature relationship set with weight set “W(E_F),” “E_{P-F}” is the product-to-product feature mapping relationship set.

The product set and product feature set with various weight sets and the product feature relationship sets are constructed, respectively, in detail as follows:
3.3.1. The Weight Sets of Products and Product Features

(1) The frequency weight set of product features “Q(F)” is established based on their mentioned frequency, which is calculated similarly as formula (13).

(2) The attention weight set of product features “H(F)” is established based on the browsing popularity and response heat of their carrier post, which is calculated similarly as formulas (10) and (11).

(3) The frequency weight set “Q(P)” and attention weight set “H(P)” of products are established based on frequency weight set “Q(F)” and attention weight set “H(F)” of product features, respectively. They are calculated as

\[ q(p_i) = \sum_{j=1}^{b} q(f_j) \mu(p_i, f_j), \]

\[ h(p_i) = \sum_{j=1}^{b} h(f_j) \mu(p_i, f_j). \]

If the product feature “f_j” belongs to the product “p_i,” “\( \mu(p_i, f_j) = 1 \); otherwise, “\( \mu(p_i, f_j) = 0 \).”


(1) The co-occurrence relationship set of product feature “E_FC” is established based on the co-occurrence of product feature. If the co-occurrence frequency “\( w(f_i, f_j) \)” between two product features is not less than “\( w_{fc} \),” a co-occurrence relationship is constructed between them. And the co-occurrence relationship set of product features “E_FC” and its weight set are expressed as

\[ E_{FC} = \left\{ e_{fc}(f_i, f_j) \mid w(f_i, f_j) \geq w_{fc} \right\}, \]  
\[ W(E_{FC}) = \left\{ w(f_i, f_j) \mid w(f_i, f_j) \geq w_{fc} \right\}. \]

(2) The similarity relationship set of product features “E_FS” is established based on the similarity “s(f_i, f_j)” between product features calculated by the words similarity algorithm based on Tongyici Cilin [33] similarly as the similarity relationship set of knowledge points. The similarity relationship set of product features “E_FS” and its weight set are expressed as

\[ E_{FS} = \left\{ e_{fs}(f_i, f_j) \mid s_{fu} \geq s(f_i, f_j) \geq s_{fl} \right\}, \]
\[ W(E_{FS}) = \left\{ s(f_i, f_j) \mid s_{fu} \geq s(f_i, f_j) \geq s_{fl} \right\}. \]

(3) The frequency comparison relationship set “E_FQ” and the attention comparison relationship set “E_FH,” of product features are established based on the comparison of the product feature’s mentioned frequency and attention. If the mentioned frequency of the product feature “f_i” is higher than that of “f_j,” a frequency comparison relationship “e_fq(f_i, f_j)” is constructed from “f_i” to “f_j.” Similarly, if the attention of the product feature “f_i” is higher than that of “f_j,” an attention comparison relationship “e_fh(f_i, f_j)” is constructed from “f_i” to “f_j.”

Finally, product features are mapped with products based on which product section the product features are extracted from. And the co-creation product network is constructed.

3.4. Analysis of the Mapping Relationships among Subnetworks. After the construction of the three subnetworks, the mapping relationships among them need to be established to complete the whole cyberspace.

3.4.1. Co-Creation User Network and Co-Creation Knowledge Network. The mapping relationship between co-creation user network and knowledge network, shown in Figure 9, is established based on if (1) users’ focused post contains knowledge point keywords, or (2) knowledge point keywords are mentioned when users post or comment. If yes, a mapping relationship is constructed between the co-creation user “ui,” and the co-creation knowledge point “ki,” “\( \chi(u_i, k_j) = 1 \).” And the weight of this mapping relationship is established based on its frequency. Therefore, the mapping...
3.4.2. Co-Creation Users Network and Co-Creation Product Network. The mapping relationship between co-creation user network and product network, shown in Figure 10, is established based on if (1) product names or product features are mentioned in the text data generated by co-creation users, or (2) co-creation users’ generated behaviour data such as attention, forwarding, reply, and comment mention product names or product features. If yes, a mapping relationship is constructed between the co-creation user “ui” and the co-creation product feature “fj,” “α(ui, fj) = 1.” And the weight of this mapping relationship is established based on its frequency. Therefore, the mapping relationship set “EU−F” between co-creation users and product feature and its weight set “W(EU−F)” are expressed as

\[
E_{U-F} = \left\{ e_{u,f}(u_i, f_j) \mid \alpha(u_i, f_j) = 1 \right\},
\]

\[
W(E_{U-F}) = \left\{ w(u_i, f_j) \mid \alpha(u_i, f_j) = 1 \right\}.
\]

3.4.3. Co-Creation Product Network and Co-Creation Knowledge Network. The mapping relationship between co-creation product network and knowledge network, shown in Figure 11, is established based on the affiliation relationship between co-creation knowledge and product features. If yes, a mapping relationship is constructed between the co-creation product feature “fj” and the co-creation knowledge point “k_j,” “β(fj, k_j) = 1.” Therefore, the mapping relationship set “EF−K” between co-creation product feature and knowledge and its weight set “W(EF−K)” are expressed as

\[
E_{F-K} = \left\{ e_{f,k}(f_i, k_j) \mid \beta(f_i, k_j) = 1 \right\},
\]

\[
W(E_{F-K}) = \left\{ w(f_i, k_j) \mid \beta(f_i, k_j) = 1 \right\}.
\]

4. Case Study

The focus of this study is to add some important but neglected relationships, weights, and dimension to make the previous co-creation network more comprehensive. Accordingly, the reasons why mentioned elements are necessary to be considered in the construction of co-creation knowledge cyberspace have been clearly explained in the literature review. Thus, in this section, we do not want to prove the priority of our model but only to prove the usability and application of the model in one case study. Therefore, this paper selects the MIUI community of Xiaomi enterprise as an application example. It is a well-known co-creation community with more than 1900 million registered users in China. MIUI community focuses on the customer-generated content on their products and allows its registered
users to establish their own personal homepages. All registered users may contact each other through favouring, sharing, and commenting on valuable content. As it generates a large amount of interactive data and text data every day, MIUI community is a suitable analytical case for this model. The application analysis process is shown in Figure 12.

First, this paper uses “Octopus” collector to collect post data in Red Rice Note 5/5A/4X panel on March 17th, 2018, excluding the useless and repetitive posts, and the posts with the browsing number less than 300. Three types of data per post are collected as follows:

1. Co-creation user behaviour data, including post author ID, reviewer ID, post browsing number, and comment number
2. Co-creation text data, including post titles, text, and comments
3. Official product data, including product list and text data posted by the official operation team

Then, python’s jieba segmentation toolkit and nltk natural language processing toolkit are used to process the text data. And the three subnetworks are constructed respectively according to the collected and processed data. Finally, the co-creation cyberspace is integrated for Xiaomi enterprise to support its user management, knowledge management, and product innovation.

4.1. Co-Creation User Network Construction. For co-creation user network construction, this study first encodes the user IDs in MIUI community by establishing a co-creation user set $U = \{u_1, u_2, \ldots, u_{184}\}$ and then uses the excel software to screen the collaboration and interaction relationships among users that occur no less than two times. According to Section 3.1, a collaboration relationship set of co-creation users $E_{UD} = \{e_{ud1}, e_{ud2}, \ldots, e_{ud396}\}$ with its weight set $W(E_{UD})$ and an interaction relationship set of co-creation users $E_{UA} = \{e_{ua1}, e_{ua2}, \ldots, e_{ua3590}\}$ with its weight set $W(E_{UA})$ can be obtained. Besides, co-creation users are ranked by the node degree in descending order and the co-creation users with top 60 node degree as shown in Table 4.

The co-creation user network is visualized by Gephi 0.9.2 software in Figure 13. The Fruchterman Reingold algorithm in the Gephi layout function was used to rearrange the network, and Gephi’s own community detection algorithm was used to group the main nodes where the size of the node is proportional to the size of the node degree. This means that the larger the user node is, the larger the degree is. Meanwhile, if the node is closer to the centre, the behaviour of the user has more social influence and importance. In this visualized co-creation user network, “U108” is the largest user node, indicating that he interacts with other users the most. Besides, “U108” is in the centre of the co-creation user network, meaning that he has a lot of influence over other users. Therefore, “U108” obviously is the opinion leaders. Xiaomi enterprise needs to pay more attention to him, taking incentives to encourage him to improve his innovation rate and taking advantage of his big influence to motivate other users to co-create as well. Similarly, “U109” and “U61” are the users that Xiaomi enterprise needs to pay more attention to. Moreover, in the visualized co-creation network, user nodes with the same colour mean that these users have closer social relationships. The users are divided into small groups so that Xiaomi enterprise can manage them more effectively based on the character of each group.

![Image of Figure 12: Case study application analysis flow chart.](image-url)
4.2. Co-Creation Knowledge Network Construction. For co-creation knowledge network construction, this study first uses HIT pyltp, jieba segmentation, and natural language tools in python to perform sentence segmentation, word segmentation, part-of-speech tagging, and word frequency statistics on the text content of posts. Then, with the calculation of frequency weight, attention weight, and character weight for knowledge point keywords, a preliminary knowledge points set and its weight set can be obtained. The extracted knowledge point keywords with top 15 frequency weights are shown in Table 5 with their attention weight and character weight.

Table 5, “Note 5A” is the keyword with the largest frequency weight, which means that it is the knowledge point keyword mentioned most by the community users. It also has a large attention weight, which means that it is the knowledge point keyword that many community users browsed and responded. Besides, it has large position weight, part-of-speech weight, and span weight as well, which means that it is an important keyword of the posts. Similarly, “Fans,” “System,” “Battery,” and “Screen” are the knowledge point keywords with large weights.

In addition, this study uses the HIT University pyltp Tongyici Cilin expansion to calculate the similarity of keywords and merges highly similar knowledge points to obtain a revised set of co-creation knowledge points. Meanwhile, knowledge point weight set and knowledge co-occurrence relationship are reorganized, and a similar relationship set of knowledge points is constructed. Some synonymous knowledge point keywords are shown in Table 6, and the merged knowledge point keywords and their weights are shown in Table 7. The reason for use of Chinese in Table 6 is that some of the translation of knowledge point 1 and knowledge point 2 is the same words in English, while these two words and their intended meaning is different in China.

After synonymous knowledge point keyword merging, Table 7 shows that “Photography” is the merged knowledge point keyword with the largest frequency weight and character weight, which shows different results compared with Table 5. Therefore, it proves that repetitiveness and similarity among knowledge points would disturb hot knowledge discovery.

The co-creation knowledge network is visualized by Gephi 0.9.2 software in Figure 14 and the Fruchterman Reingold algorithm in the Gephi layout function is used to rearrange the network. Hence, the knowledge nodes are clustered and divided using Gephi’s own community detection algorithm, where the size of the knowledge node is proportional to its weights. The names of nodes are automatically generated by Gephi software based on the Chinese posts data collected in MIUI community, and they are translated into English for better understanding. The larger the knowledge node is, the larger the weight it has and the more the concern it receives from the users in the co-creation community. And the closer the knowledge node is to the centre of the network, the more important is this knowledge point for the users. In the visualized co-creation knowledge network, “photography” is the largest knowledge

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>User ID</th>
<th>Node degree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>U108</td>
<td>390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>U109</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>U61</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>U2</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>U3</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>U28</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>U154</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>U158</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>U145</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>U26</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>U69</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>U82</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>U115</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>U130</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>U144</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>U94</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>U101</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>U75</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>U168</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>U72</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>U105</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>U122</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>U137</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>U151</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>U138</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>U22</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>U51</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>U139</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>U6</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>U8</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>U9</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>U32</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>U157</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>U19</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>U41</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>U83</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>U146</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>U165</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>U177</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>U53</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>U73</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>U76</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>U135</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>U143</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>U14</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>U42</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>U92</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>U97</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>U103</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>U111</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>U113</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>U123</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53</td>
<td>U181</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>U25</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>U30</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>U58</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57</td>
<td>U74</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58</td>
<td>U129</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59</td>
<td>U147</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>U38</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
node, indicating that it is the knowledge point the users mostly concern about. Besides, “photography” knowledge point is in the centre of the green co-creation knowledge network, meaning that it is the core knowledge point connecting many other knowledge points, so that it is a very important knowledge point for product innovation.
Similarly, the knowledge point nodes such as “cost-performance,” “screen,” “battery” and “storage” are larger, and therefore, Xiaomi enterprise should focus more on these knowledge points to do product innovation. Furthermore, in the visualized co-creation knowledge network, knowledge point nodes with the same colour mean that these knowledge points have closer co-occurrence and similar relationships. The knowledge points are divided into small groups so that Xiaomi enterprise can manage the co-creation knowledge more effectively.

### 4.3. Co-Creation Product Network Construction

For co-creation product network construction, this study extracts and filters product names from the product list and then obtains the product name set. The frequently mentioned product features are extracted from the post text based on the improved Apriori algorithm and the preliminary product feature set is obtained with PMI thresholds. Then, similar to the relevant calculation indexes of the co-creation knowledge network, this study (1) calculates the frequency weight and attention weight of each product feature keyword as shown in Table 8, (2) calculates the similarity among product feature keywords based on Tongyici Cilin, and (3) finally merges synonymous product feature keywords and reconstructs the product feature set.

In Table 8, "Price," "Edition," "Function," "CNC," and "CPU" are the product features with large frequency and attention weights, which means that these are the product features the community users most mentioned, browsed, and responded. Therefore, Xiaomi enterprise should pay more attention to these product features for product innovation.

The co-creation product network is visualized by Gephi 0.9.2 software in Figure 15. As illustrated, like the co-creation knowledge network, the product feature node size is proportional to the various weights of the nodes. However, the names of nodes are automatically generated by Gephi software based on the Chinese posts data collected in MIUI community, and they are translated into English for better understanding. The larger the product feature node is, the larger the weight it has and the more the concern it receives from the users in the co-creation community. And the closer the product feature node is to the centre of the network, the more important is this product feature for the users. In the visualized co-creation product network, “DPI,” “two-core,” “module,” and “light” are the nodes near the centre of the network, indicating that they are the important product features the users most concern. Therefore, Xiaomi enterprise should pay more attention to these product features and mine the relevant knowledge for product innovation. Furthermore, in the visualized co-creation product network, product feature nodes with the same colour mean that these product features have closer co-occurrence and similar relationships. The product features are divided into small groups so that Xiaomi enterprise can manage these product features more effectively.

### 4.4. Construction of Co-Creation Cyberspace Model for Product Innovation

Finally, by counting the mentioned frequency of keywords that each user of the co-creation user set posted, focused, forwarded, replied, and commented, this study constructs the mapping relationship set between the co-creation user network and co-creation knowledge network, and the mapping relationship set between the co-creation user network and co-creation product network, respectively. Besides, considering the affiliation relationship between co-creation knowledge and product features, a mapping relationship set between co-creation knowledge and product features is established, and this study presents a co-creation cyberspace model for product innovation.
network and co-creation product network is constructed. The integrated construction of co-creation knowledge network cyberspace model for product innovation is visualized in Figure 16.

In Figure 16, the co-creation users, knowledge, products, and product features are connected together in the integrated cyberspace model. Again, as we used Chinese posts data collected in MIUI community, the names are
automatically generated by Gephi software in Chinese and they are translated into English for better understanding. The grey nodes represent co-creation users, the apricot nodes represent co-creation knowledge, the purple nodes represent co-creation product features and the orange node represents the co-creation product. In this integrated model, co-creation knowledge and its related users, products, and product features can be managed systematically and the co-creation knowledge of each user and each product can be traced, respectively. Therefore, Xiaomi enterprise can do product innovation according to the relevant co-creation knowledge of the focused product and motivate the corresponding users to co-create actively in the MIUI community. For example, if Xiaomi enterprise wants to do some product innovation in Red Rice Note 5A mobile phone’s "performance," it should focus on the product feature "performance" connected co-creation knowledge "Xiaolong" and try to motivate the co-creation users who connect to "Xiaolong," such as the users "U151" and "U94," to co-create more actively.

Figure 15: Visualized co-creation product network.
5. Discussion and Conclusion

Several existing research studies have shown great importance of knowledge management and application during product innovation in co-creation community. However, most of the existing research studies only considered co-creation user and knowledge network, failing to map co-creation knowledge with product innovation accurately. Besides, when constructing each co-creation network, the weights and relationships of users and knowledge were not considered comprehensively. Therefore, this paper constructs a “user-knowledge-product” co-creation cyberspace super-network model to address these limitations. The contribution to theory and industry and the limitations of this paper are discussed in detail as follows.

5.1. Contribution to Theory. Aiming at the limitations of the existing research, this paper contributes to the theory from three different perspectives comparing with relevant literature, shown in Table 9. First, for better co-creation user management, the co-creation user network is improved by further considering the interaction relationship among co-creation users. Both the collaboration network caused by social choice and the interaction network caused by social influence are constructed. Second, a comprehensive co-creation knowledge network further considering the similarity relationship and the character weights is constructed to avoid information overload and make hot co-creation knowledge identification more accurate. Third, the two-tier co-creation networks are expanded by constructing a co-creation product network to map with each of them for more effective product innovation. Moreover, the co-creation users, knowledge, and products are integrated into a co-creation cyberspace super-network model for systematic management.

5.2. Contribution to Industry. A well-known co-creation community in China is selected as a case to verify the
feasibility and validity of the proposed co-creation cyber-space super-network model. The proposed model can provide enterprises with a more comprehensive and detailed integration framework for user discovery, knowledge mining, and application for product innovation in co-creation communities. Through identifying leading users and hot knowledge together with product features, enterprises can:

1. Grasp the prevailing customer needs and expectations of the consuming products and respond to these needs in time with proper quality for higher customer satisfaction.

2. Involve customers in product development and improvement process and benefit from their innovation knowledge in the form of ideas, suggestions, and solutions about their consuming products. However, customer involvement can reduce the time and resources as the product innovation and ideation is outsourced to the leading users who may be the best resource to perform this task.

3. Eliminate the unnecessary and unpopular products from the market based on the received real data from the customers; which will lead to a significant reduction in product/process complexity and cost saving.

4. Build a dynamic innovation knowledge basement and forecast hotspot trend to gain the initiative in products or service design.

5.3. Limitations of the Study and Threats to Validity. The scope of this study only explained why those important but neglected relationships, weights, and dimension were necessary based on the related literature and used a case study to prove the usability of our proposed model. However, a comparative analysis in order to prove the priority of our model worth investing further in future projects of this nature. Moreover, a separate study to compare and report other available methods of co-creation network construction should be considered in the future. Besides, due to the limitation of time and resources when constructing the co-creation cyberspace, this paper does not consider its dynamic evolution with time. In the future, the dynamic research of network and the use of dynamic network indicators will be applied to this model after further research. Furthermore, in the co-creation community, user-generated context is not only in the form of text, but also in the form of pictures, links, and videos. Future study could take various types of user-generated content into account to mine co-creation knowledge comprehensively. Finally, this paper collected data only from MIUI community and only considered the text in the form of Chinese. It would be interesting to consider replicating this study with other co-creation communities under different language backgrounds.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 9: Comparison with relevant literature.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>User network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collaboration relationship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction relationship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency weight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attention weight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Character weight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co-occurrence relationship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Similarity relationship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synonymy relationship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attention weight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co-occurrence relationship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Similarity relationship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency comparison relationship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attention comparison relationship</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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